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The University of Virginia has made enormous strides over the last 20 years.  UVa has 
consistently ranked as one of the top 25 undergraduate institutions in the nation, and as one of 
the top two or three public undergraduate schools.  We have also built top ten programs in 
undergraduate and graduate business and in law.  We have built one of the largest endowments 
of any public university.  We have renegotiated our relationship with the Commonwealth of 
Virginia to give the University a degree of freedom to manage its own affairs that is the envy of 
other public universities nationwide.  
 
But we now face unprecedented challenges: 
 

• Our annual contribution per student from the Commonwealth has continued to decline 
and faces an even steeper drop in 2012 when further state budget reductions are assessed. 

• Our success in attracting applications from a broad range of top students, both from 
within Virginia and throughout the nation, has made the competition for admission 
among the top Virginia students intense.  As a result, we are facing pressure from the 
Legislature to reduce or cap our out-of-state enrollment. 

• Our ranking as a major research institution has failed to keep up with our undergraduate 
and professional schools.  Many among the faculty and administration feel this threatens 
our ability to maintain undergraduate excellence, and runs the risk of marginalizing us as 
a major research institution. 

• Our small scale in both graduate and undergraduate programs may be both a benefit and a 
problem.  On the one hand, we believe it helps contribute to the uniqueness of our 
undergraduate program, on the other hand it makes it difficult to be competitive as a 
graduate research institution, particularly in Arts and Sciences and Engineering. 

 
This paper is intended as a basis for Board of Visitors’ discussion of a “new financial model” in 
the context of the strategic choices the University must make to address these challenges going 
forward.  It will review the major challenges we face, the tools we have to deal with them, and 
the key goals we must prioritize. 
 
I. Major Challenges 

 
Financial environment:  ongoing state budget reductions 

 
Over the last 20 years, our state funding has continued to shrink.  The state contribution of $118 
million in FY2011 is equal to 16.9 percent of the adjusted educational and general (E&G) 
Academic Division operating budget, compared to 36.9 percent in FY2001 (see Chart 1).  In the 



last three years alone, the state has reduced our General Fund appropriation by $36.8 million, an 
average of $2,876 per on-Grounds, in-state student. 
 
Rather than improving, we expect this situation to worsen, as we will face another state General 
Fund reduction of $14.7 million in FY2012 – a $50 million total reduction over four years.  
 
Given growing state budget pressure for transportation, healthcare, and other areas, there is no 
realistic prospect of this trend reversing itself.  As a result, the University faces a critical need to 
find new sources of funds to even maintain its current academic programs, much less to improve 
our standing and enhance our quality. 
 
Chart 1 
 
State Contribution as a Percent of Academic Division Adjusted Educational & General 
(E&G) Operating Budget 
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Enrollment pressure 
 
Over the last 20 years, the University has increased its undergraduate enrollment at slightly more 
than one percent per year, roughly 3,000 total students, to a projected 14,160 in Fall 2010.  This 
growth, however, has not been sufficient to keep up with the growth in qualified applicants.  As a 
result, our admissions offer rate, which peaked at just below 45 percent in 1994, has declined to 
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only 32 percent for Fall 2010.  Among in-state students, this rate has declined from 61 to 45 
percent over the same period. 
 
As a result, a large and growing number of highly qualified Virginians are turned away every 
year.  This is particularly acute in the growing and high-performing school districts of Northern 
Virginia, where a total of 578 applicants at or above our SAT average were turned away. 
There is increasing pressure on the Legislature to consider placing a cap on the percentage or 
number of out-of-state students UVa admits.  Our current 69/31 in-state/out-of-state mix is 
critical to support our existing operating budget.  Based on the current state cost formula, out-of-
state students pay 239 percent of their educational costs, while in-state students pay only 63 
percent.  Any significant reduction in the number of out-of-state students would be catastrophic 
to our financial operating budget.  A 20 percent undergraduate out-of-state cap, for instance, 
would cut $32 million per year from the academic operating budget. 

 
Academic quality and reputation 
 
As previously noted, UVa has built strong programs which have achieved a top ten rating among 
public universities in our overall undergraduate program as well as graduate professional schools 
of Law, Business, and Medicine.  We are also ranked among the top 25 of all U.S. universities in 
these programs (see Chart 2). 
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Chart 2 
UVa Academic Rankings 

 

U.S. News Rankings 

US 
Public 
Rank 

US 
Overall 
Rank 

Peer 
Rating 

Undergraduate 2 24 4.3 

  
Engineering 22 37 3.3 
Business 3 6 4.3 

  
Graduate 

  

Arts & Sciences * 15 32 3.5 

  
Science ** 21 39 3.4 
Hum/SS *** 12 25 3.7 

Engineering 22 37 3.3 
Medicine (research) 9 24 3.7 
Law 3 10 4.4 
Business 4 15 4.1 
Education 14 24 4.0 

  
Other Rankings 

  

Overall       

  
Shanghai Jia Tong 28 51   
Times Higher Ed 18 41   

 
*Average of Science and Humanities/Social Science 
**Average of Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science, Math and Physics 
***Average of Economics, English, History, Political Science, Psychology, and Sociology 

 
Sources: US News Graduate/Undergraduate Ratings 2009; Shanghai Jia Tong University 

Rankings 2009; Times of London Higher Education – QS World University 
Rankings, 2009. 

 
 
Nonetheless, we are lagging behind in our core graduate (PhD) program rankings in both Arts 
and Sciences as well as Engineering.  These represent the major faculties that teach the vast 
majority of our undergraduate students.  Based on the 11 major Arts and Sciences departments 
regularly surveyed by U.S. News, UVa’s graduate Arts and Sciences programs ranked only 16th 
among public universities, and 32nd among all U.S. universities.  This is well below our stated 
goal of top ten public/top 25 overall. 

 
While Social Sciences and Humanities come close at 12th among publics and 25th overall, 
Sciences lag behind at 21st among publics and 39th overall.  Our Engineering graduate program 
ranks similarly to Sciences at 22nd among publics and 37th overall. 
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While U.S. News graduate rankings are far from perfect or complete, they are based on peer 
surveys and do appear to reflect accurately how we are perceived as a major research university.  
This is perhaps best illustrated by looking at the two major annual international rankings, the 
“Academic Ranking of World Universities” conveyed by the Shanghai Jaio Tong University; and 
the Times (of London) Higher Education World University Rankings.  The Shanghai rankings 
are based primarily on an analysis of faculty publications and citations in peer-reviewed journals.  
The Times rankings combine publication scores with peer review, employer, and student scores. 

 
UVa’s rankings in both systems are consistent with those in U. S. News.  We ranked 28th among 
U.S. publics, and 51st overall in the U.S. in the Shanghai rankings; and 18th among U.S. public 
and 41st overall in the U.S. in the Times rankings. 

 
What this highlights is that our traditional strength in Humanities and Social Sciences is at risk, 
and our graduate programs in Science and Engineering fall well below our aspirations of being a 
“Top 25” U.S. research institution.  Indeed, in a world where academic reputation is increasingly 
driven by Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) disciplines (a priority in the 
“Commission on the Future of the University” report), our status as a Top 50 research institution 
could even be at risk. 
 
These peer ranking results very much reflect the concerns the Presidential Search Committee 
heard voiced by faculty at both UVa and peer institutions during interviews conducted as part of 
the search process.  We continually heard from faculty that our core strength in Arts and 
Sciences was very much at risk, and that we were not achieving our goals to move forward in 
STEM disciplines.  There was also broad concern among the UVa faculty that this had the 
potential to significantly damage our undergraduate quality and reputation.  Building our faculty 
and research capabilities to maintain and enhance our educational quality and reputation will be a 
very expensive proposition that requires significant additional financial resources. 

 
The paradox of scale 

 
Another challenge for the University is that our graduate (PhD) programs operate at a scale 
disadvantage compared to almost all of our research university peers, both public and private.  
Chart 3 compares UVa to the 14 public universities who rank above us on the U.S. News 
Graduate Arts and Sciences rankings.  While our two top-ranked graduate Business and Law 
professional schools are, in fact, somewhat larger at 1.6-times and 1.5-times their top public 
competitors, our graduate Arts and Sciences and Engineering programs are only roughly half the 
size of their public competitors.  The smaller scale of our graduate programs, both in faculty and 
graduate students, makes it hard to sustain the broad range and depth of strongly competitive 
PhD programs required to be a leader among research universities. 

 
At the same time, many of those associated with UVa would point to our smaller scale 
undergraduate student body as a source of significant advantage in creating both the unique 
“UVa experience” and our strong undergraduate rankings.  Only UNC-Chapel Hill (at slightly 
over 17,000 undergraduates) comes close to UVa in scale among top-rated public research 
universities.
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Our major public university competitors have used the scale of their undergraduate populations 
and the large faculty and graduate student population they can support to help build their strong 
research programs.  There is, however, often a significant penalty to be paid in the quality of 
undergraduate education that can be delivered at these large scales.  Most of these schools, 
despite strong graduate research programs, have undergraduate programs that end up ranked in 
the 40th – 70th range overall. 
 
Nonetheless, our consistently strongest public competitors (Berkeley, Michigan, and UCLA) 
manage to maintain undergraduate program rankings in the same range as UVa (around 25th 
overall) over time despite having 10,000 more undergraduates then we do.  President Casteen 
argues strongly in his farewell message to alumni that it is time for UVa to expand significantly 
in order to generate the resources required to sustain excellence (see Appendix).  
 
It is clear there is no simple answer to the “ideal” scale for undergraduate and graduate programs 
in a top tier public research university.  Leading private universities, with access to full market 
rate tuition (and often larger endowments) can have both smaller undergraduate populations of 
5,000 – 7,000 students and large faculties and graduate programs.  But for public universities 
with limits on tuition charges, finding the right balance in undergraduate scale is critical to 
assuring the financial and faculty resources to sustain excellence. 

 
 

II. Financial Tools   
 

What are the tools that UVa has available to help us address the strategic and financial 
challenges we face?  Fundamentally, there are four:  tuition, enrollment, productivity 
enhancements, and gifts – particularly annual giving. 
 
Tuition 

 
Tuition and fee revenues will constitute roughly 31 percent of all Academic Division revenues in 
2010-11.  As Chart 4 illustrates, UVa’s in-state tuition was slightly above the average of its 
public university peers in 2009-10.  For out-of-state students, we are priced significantly higher 
than average given the strong demand for admissions, but still below the full market rate at our 
target private competitors, and most fully priced public competitors (Michigan, Cornell-public).  
As discussed previously, UVa’s unusually strong mix of out-of-state students, and higher out-of-
state tuition rates, have been critical to sustaining the University’s quality despite falling state 
operating fund contributions.   

 
Tuition increases are the most straightforward avenue to producing the additional funds the 
University needs to accomplish its goals.   
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Chart 4 
 

Peer Institutions of the University of Virginia - Public and Private
Undergraduate Tuition & Fees,  2009-10

In-State Out-of-State

Ratio of Out-
of-State to In-

State

Private :
Tulane University of Louisiana * 40,584$         40,584$         1.00
Vanderbilt University * 39,198$         39,198$         1.00
University of Southern California * 39,183$         39,183$         1.00
University of Pennsylvania * 38,970$         38,970$         1.00
Duke University * 38,741$         38,741$         1.00
Washington University * 38,728$         38,728$         1.00
Emory University * 38,036$         38,036$         1.00
Cornell University * 37,954$         37,954$         1.00

Private Peer Group Average 38,924$         38,924$         1.00

Public :
(institutions higher than UVa are 

highlighted)
Cornell University (State) * 21,814$         37,954$         1.74
Pennsylvania State University 14,416$         25,946$         1.80
University of Pittsburgh - Main Campus * 14,154$         23,852$         1.69
University of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign * 12,528$         26,670$         2.13
Rutgers University * 11,886$         22,518$         1.89
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor * 11,659$         34,937$         3.00
Minnesota-Twin Cities, Univ of 11,293$         15,293$         1.35
University of California - San Diego * 9,377$           32,094$         3.42
University of California - Berkeley * 8,938$           31,655$         3.54
The University of Texas at Austin * 8,930$           30,006$         3.36
University of California - Los Angeles * 8,851$           31,568$         3.57
The Ohio State University 8,706$           22,278$         2.56
Indiana University - Bloomington 8,613$           26,160$         3.04
University of Wisconsin - Madison * 8,314$           23,063$         2.77
University of Maryland - College Park * 8,053$           23,990$         2.98
University of Colorado at Boulder * 7,932$           28,186$         3.55
University of Washington * 7,692$           24,367$         3.17
SUNY at Buffalo * 7,013$           14,913$         2.13
University of Nebraska * 6,857$           17,897$         2.61
University of Arizona * 6,855$           22,264$         3.25
University of Iowa * 6,824$           22,198$         3.25
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill * 5,625$           23,513$         4.18
University of Florida * 4,373$           23,744$         5.43

Public Peer Group Average 9,596$           25,438$         2.65
Public Peer Group Std Dev 3,695$           5,744$           
Public Peer Group - 60th Percentile 10,538$         26,902$         

Overall Peer Group Average 21,284$         35,858$         1.68

University of Virginia - Main Campus 9,872$           31,872$         3.23
Difference between UVA and public average 276$              

* Denotes SCHEV Peer Institution

Source: Institutional Assessment and Studies Survey - From George Stovall
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The most obvious, and least politically controversial, change would be to increase out-of-state 
tuition and fees.  A one-time $1,000 increase on entering out-of-state students and normal 
increases on continuing non-residents would produce $14 million per year at current enrollment 
plans once fully implemented, the equivalent of a $280 million gift to the unrestricted 
endowment.  If existing classes were grandfathered at current rates plus standard increases, the 
four-year ramp in contributions would be: 
 
Chart 5 

Net Operating Revenue from Out-of-State Tuition Increases 
 

 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

$1,000 $1,800,000 $5,900,000 $9,700,000 $14,000,000 

 
Tuition rates for in-state students are more complex.  A strong logical argument can be made, as 
President Casteen notes in his farewell message, for moving to full market rate tuition and fees 
minus per-student state contribution.  This would be combined with an expansion of AccessUVa 
to “neutralize” the impact on currently qualified students, combined with some increase in aid to 
reduce the increased burden on “middle income” students.  This “high tuition/high aid” model 
would produce an additional $183.2 million per year before considering the cost of AccessUVa 
as currently operated or the cost of additional financial aid to “middle income” students, however 
defined.  [It is very difficult to predict the number of students who would demonstrate financial 
need if tuition were to increase to this level and, therefore, hard to project the cost of providing 
aid.]  This would be perhaps the fairest approach, assuring that all high-income, in-state students 
(say, $200,000+ family income) pay the full market value of their education adjusted for state 
subsidy, and the University had maximum funds available for supporting both its quality goals 
and student financial need.  Most political observers, however, believe this approach would 
provoke an effective “veto” from the Virginia legislature. 
 
But some level of increase in in-state tuition is virtually essential to address our declining state 
resources.  Leonard Sandridge and his team have modeled the net impact, after keeping current 
Access UVa students neutral, of one-time increases of varying amounts for in-state tuition and 
fees, rolled in over four years as each new class enters. 
 
As part of our discussion, we should consider the costs, benefits, and political feasibility of an 
adjustment.  We should also discuss what, if any, are the alternatives. 
 
Enrollment 
 
As discussed in the “Major Challenges” section of this paper, some meaningful increase in 
enrollment intake beyond our historical one percent annual increase will almost certainly be 
requested to address legitimate issues of student accessibility and avoid political pressure for an 
out-of-state cap. 
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A further increase based on the need for scale economies to support our goals for academic 
excellence in research and graduate education may be required and should be discussed. 
 
To facilitate this discussion, we have modeled two scenarios: 
 

1) An overall increase of 400 students per year for five years, then resuming one percent 
growth.  This would grow UVa’s undergraduate population to roughly the same size as 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

2) An annual increase of 500 incremental students per year each year for ten years.  This 
would move us to roughly the same scale as the University of California at San Diego, a 
level some consider “optimal” (20,000 undergraduates) for scale/quality trade-offs for a 
public research university. 
 

Displayed below in Chart 6 are the enrollment figures by year for each scenario. 
 
Chart 6 

 
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE ENROLLMENT INCREASE SCENARIOS 

 
 
Scenario 1:  +2,000 Students Over 5Years 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 
 

Total # 
Undergraduate 

Students 
14,160 14,330 14,595 14,980 15,460      

 
 
Scenario 2:  +5,000 Students Over 10 Years 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 
           

Total # 
Undergraduate 

Students 
14,160 14,305 14,520 14,830 15,210 15,585 16,002 16,489 17,046 17,672 

 
 
Leonard Sandridge believes Scenario 1 could be accomplished with no new academic facilities 
investment beyond that currently planned.  Scenario 2 would require either new investment or a 
productivity change in calendar to include a fully-active summer term. 
 
Productivity Enhancements 
 
Significant additional financial resources could be generated for UVa by finding meaningful and 
innovative productivity enhancements.  The Governor’s Commission on Higher Education, 
chaired by former Rector Tom Farrell, and on which Rector Wynne and Mr. Fralin currently sit, 
will be seeking such enhancement commitments from Virginia universities. 
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Among ideas generated at a spring brainstorming session were: 
 
• Fully-functioning summer term to maximize facility utilization, allowing growth in both 

student body and faculty without new facilities. 
• Friday and/or Saturday classes to accomplish the same. 
• Use of advanced software for teaching on-line, interactive introductory language classes 

(e.g. Rosetta Stone). 
• Outsourcing of University food and facilities maintenance functions to third-party 

providers. 
 
These and other ideas are ones we should discuss as part of our effort to define a new financial 
model. 
 
Charitable giving; annual giving 
 
Enhanced charitable giving, especially a more effective annual giving program, can play a major 
role in the University’s ability to finance excellence over the medium to long term.  Mac Caputo 
and the External Affairs Committee are working on these areas and will present proposals at a 
future meeting.  There is no prospect that giving can replace the need to address tuition, 
enrollment, and productivity in the near term. 
 
 
III. Key Goals 
 
Regardless of the combination of changes we make to generate funds and build educational 
capacity, we will still face more demands than we can meet.  It will be necessary to set priorities 
and strike balances between key goals.  This section lays out for discussion questions which 
Board members, faculty, and administrators have highlighted are critical to consider. 
 
Academic focus and programs 
 
Major Research University vs. Research-capable Liberal Arts University:   
 

• Should UVa strive to compete to be a top 25 comprehensive research university (such as 
Michigan, Berkeley, and UCLA) or should we focus primarily on excellence in 
undergraduate education, with selective areas of excellence in professional and graduate 
PhD programs (such as Dartmouth or Brown)?  

• Which role best serves our obligation as the flagship university of the Commonwealth? 
 
Department Excellence Costs:   
 

• What approximately, does it cost to build one top ten department in Science, Engineering, 
Humanities, Social Sciences? 

• How long does it take? 
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Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) Focus:   
 

• These areas are expensive to pursue.  How much of our focus and resources should go 
here?   

• Is it important that we strive to build a top 25 Engineering school?   
• Can we afford it?   
• What would it cost? 

 
Humanities/Social Sciences:   
 

• Some areas of Humanities and Social Science (e.g., English, History) have been 
traditional strengths, and cost less to develop than STEM departments.   

• Should we focus on building top ten, or even top five, departments in these areas? 
 
Faculty Expansion:   

 
• How many faculty do we need to add to achieve an acceptable student/faculty ratio?   
• How many are needed to build research eminence?   
• What is the time frame?   
• What do 100 new faculty cost per year?  In STEM?  In the Social Sciences/Humanities? 

 
Graduate Schools: 
 

• How many graduate students do we need per faculty member to attract top faculty?  In 
STEM? In the Social Sciences/Humanities? 

• How much does it cost to fully support a graduate student?  In STEM? In the Social 
Sciences/Humanities? 

 
Financial aid 
 

• Should we expand AccessUVa into the “middle income?” 
• What might such an expansion be and how much would it cost? 
• We currently spend 55 percent of all AccessUVa dollars on out-of-state students?  Is this 

the right mix?  Should we spend any on out-of-state students? 
 
Undergraduate experience 
 

• Besides increased teaching faculty, what other areas should we consider for enhancing 
the undergraduate experience?  What would each cost? 

• Guaranteed research experience for each student? 
• Enhanced non-faculty support resources? 
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IV.   Conclusion 
 
The issues outlined in this discussion note are not ones that can all be resolved at this Retreat.  
Some, however, such as tuition increases and some enrollment increase, will need decisions 
within the next few months.  The discussion of others such as academic priorities, long-term 
enrollment goals, and major productivity improvements, would be viewed as an opportunity to 
provide input to our new President on issues that she and her team will hopefully bring to us as 
proposed direction and priorities at next year’s Board of Visitors Retreat. 
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SUMMER 2010PRESIDENT'S LETTER 

So Long, Old Friends 
A final message from President Casteen 

BY JOHN T. CASTEEN 

 

President Casteen Photo by Peggy Harrison 

http://uvamagazine.org/�
http://uvamagazine.org/site/issue�
http://uvamagazine.org/site/issue/summer_2010/
http://uvamagazine.org/presidents_letter/
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If my memory is correct, my first report to alumni, students’ families, and staff and faculty must 
have gone out in mid-fall 1990. In those days, I sent letters that took shape over several weeks in 
typewriters and later on word processors. Over time, the letters, then reports, and now pages in 
U.Va. Magazine and sometimes email reports have become for me important (and thoroughly 
pleasant) chances to share what I am thinking about and seeing in our University, and requests 
for advice, which has come back regularly and proved to be very useful. Thank you for that. 
These responses and other advice or cautions offered in alumni and parents’ meetings and in 
sessions with students, staff members, and faculty members have move the University 
aggressively—confidently—into a new century.  

I tried earlier today to find a file containing all of these reports because I thought it might help 
me prepare this one. I have not found it, and that may be just as well. I realized while hunting 
that this one is different—that saying goodbye and godspeed requires something other than a 
fixed eye on the past. The following paragraphs will to some extent look back because I owe 
thanks to many people, apologies to some, commendations to other, and whatever immortality 
in the University’s memory my words may lend to still others. But the word godspeed looks 
forward, which is where I hope to look in this message.  

Much of what we set out to do back in 1990, the year when it became clear that the state would 
not carry through on commitments made to its colleges and universities in the late 1980s, has 
happened. Many of you own credit for that. Talented students, supportive alumni and parents, a 
growing endowment and the capacity or will to manage new assets and commit them even in 
hard times to the academic program, new and better buildings, a roster of distinguished 
scholars, researchers, and faculty members in diverse fields who visibly influence our world, 
thus building the University’s stature, and even the management model—these developments 
after our primary sponsor left the table reflect both the power of the tradition that lies beneath 
the University and the worth of the commitments that you have made, whether financial or 
other, including the commitments of the daughters and sons you have sent to us for their 
educations.  

Committed, largely autonomous schools led by strong deans have come into their own during 
this time. Foundations to support these independent schools and other University ventures have 
stepped in to fill many of the gaps left by the steady loss of state tax dollars. They have earned 
their own share of credit for advances in all of our schools during this time.  

Together, we have made plans, adopted metrics to make improvement something more than 
rhetoric, and learned that we must acknowledge weaknesses or deficiencies before we can 
change. With leadership from Leonard Sandridge, several talented provosts, Bob Sweeney, 
Gordon Burris, and others, that work progressed with the kind of audacity that I hear in 
Jefferson’s words about his Republic, about his aspirations for Americans, and certainly about 
his University. The quality of audacity facing the future comes to mind even (perhaps especially) 
when I read the words on his tombstone, and wonder how he came to imagine what he created. 
And I have heard it in the voices of each generation of new students as they have stopped to talk 
for a moment or written to express their impatience with some failing—there have been many. It 
is in the water here.  

So I realize that in leaving my duties I need to write about the hard things as well as the 
successes. In an early conversation, I had to tell President-elect Sullivan that despite 
appearances (the Grounds, loyal faculty colleagues, new buildings and buildings now under way 
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to support what has to be a breath-taking step forward in science and in the arts) University 
finances are painfully thin. That we ranking on various surveys in the range of 10-15 in quality 
and 60-65 in resources says much about the University as a value proposition. Sadly, it also says 
much about the state’s failure to invest in a system of education once thought to be impregnable. 
Private support, rigid internal economies, higher tuition (although not yet high enough to 
replace the lost state dollars, particularly when one considers the real cost of educating our in-
state students), financially independent and highly successful professional schools, and 
AccessUVa perhaps mitigate the damage that began in 1990-91. They do not repair it or make it 
disappear.  

Our expenditure budget is now about $2.25 billion, including the College at Wise. The state’s 
contribution is $151 million, which is both considerable and unreliable. It has been reduced four 
times during the last three years. Even $151 million (i.e., the total state appropriation for the 
academic division) is no more than 6.7 percent of $2.25 billion. Ironically, the trend in state 
finance is that almost all public priorities now outweigh educating the young.  

The sharpest increase in state spending since 1995 is in transfers to local government. At first 
glance, that looks good. Yet total local budgets continue to shrink because these new state 
dollars are partial replacement for the local tax on cars that became in the mid-1990s Virginia’s 
special contribution to the tax battles of that time. No candidates for governor opposed this 
swap back then. Almost all saw it as something for nothing. Even now, few are bold enough to 
point out now that the emperor has no clothes. The supposed tax cut meant that local 
governments had to find other ways, new taxes or hidden taxes, to make ends meet. In the 
meantime, the state failed to invest in its infrastructure.  

Recent governors have struggled to find ways to finance repairs to a highway system that is no 
longer the best in the nation. In fact, if one drives the wrong stretch of interstate around 
Washington or even Richmond, it may appear to be one of the worst. Localities facing record 
enrollments in their schools are laying off teachers, freezing salaries, and taking other steps to 
cut costs because now that a real recession has come even the K-12 schools have come under the 
state budget axe. Few now claim that the state really did what it promised to do when it tried to 
cut out the core local tax.  

As his opponent did also in the fall election, Governor McDonnell has recognized the special 
effect of 1995’s plunge into uncharted airspace. Estimates of the shortfall between the number of 
Virginia high schoolers who want to attend Virginia’s colleges and the seats available for them 
range from 70,000 to 100,000. Governor McDonnell has (rightly) chosen the larger number. 
His commission on higher education, which will probably be hard at work before you read this 
report, will face the need to find those new seats as its first order of business.  

Our local share of this problem is painfully easy to state and hard to resolve. Virginia sends us 
wonderful students, but students whose University educations are now largely financed by the 
tuition charged to out-of-state students. Based on the state’s formula, Virginia students pay 63 
percent of the cost of their educations. Non-Virginians pay 239 percent and thus meet the 
otherwise unmet cost created by state budget reductions since 1990.  

Many of Virginia’s localities support excellent school systems. Fairfax County’s is arguably the 
best in the nation, a stature that reflects that county’s capacity and political will to have excellent 
schools. Other cities and counties often struggle to maintain a semblance of top-tier courses 
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despite the largely unproductive requirement that they spend their funds on complying with No 
Child Left Behind. Whatever intentions lay behind that program have done nothing measurable 
to improve education for all students and have in fact led to sometimes-hidden but historically 
unprecedented drop-out rates in many public school districts. Failing students are quietly 
counseled to leave rather than fail to graduate, and then to pursue the GED as an alternative 
qualification for entry-level jobs.  

A simple solution might be merely to command, as some legislators have sometimes tried to do, 
fewer new out-of-state students here. After two decades of ever-deeper cuts in state support and 
recurring demands that tuition increases not take the place of lost state tax dollars, the well is 
pretty much dry, and not only here. The state’s other public colleges are generally worse off than 
we are. One or two presidents say openly now that the state should simply give up, acknowledge 
that it will not pay to educate its future citizens, declare these colleges private, and let the 
colleges figure out how to do what the state has not done. Catchy though that remedy may 
sound, it makes no sense for us, but the talk is all around us. Few nowadays hear it as silly.  

Because of the state cuts and despite private gifts that must be, if not the largest total to go to 
any public university since 1990 then among the top two or three largest, the University’s 
academic budget would need to increase from $894.6 million to $1,734.5 million, an increase of 
$839.9 million or 94 percent, if our purpose is to be among the top quarter of AAU universities 
and by $83.5 million per year, or 9 percent, if our purpose is no more than to be among the top 
half. To generate $83.5 million, our tuition, gifts, and endowment income would need to 
increase by 16.9 percent. I think that our goal (and Virginia’s, if the purpose is to restore the 
health of the regional economies that once made our Southside, Tidewater, and Southwest 
wealthy) ought to be higher, probably to be among the top 10 percent of AAU universities.  

I hear various ideas about the future available to us. One that is too rational to be dismissed is 
that the state has effectively made tuition, once conceived as marginal funding to provide for 
extras, a fee-for-service, and that this fee ought to rise as state tax funding drops, and by that 
action converted access to higher education(to the knowledge that Jefferson saw as the 
prerequisite to freedom in our Republic, from a public good intended for the benefit of all to a 
private good, intended for those with the means to pay. One can plug in almost any number to 
estimate what in-state tuition ought to be.  

One logic says to charge the full cost per student less the per–student value of whatever the state 
appropriates. Another says to go perhaps halfway toward that price, and find a level of charges 
that will actually generate the missing funds, thus pushing in-state tuition toward something 
like the real value of education here, net of whatever the state actually pays.  

Still another proposal would have the state actually pay the total cost of educating in-state 
students net of whatever nominal tuition charge it actually wants its students to pay. All of these 
proposals, and others, may seem attractive at first, but in truth none is sufficient. Who calculates 
the total cost? And is it calculated before or after the state finance train wreck of 1990 or 1995 or 
2002?  

Yet another proposal has come to appeal to me since coeducation and the doubling of 
enrollment that began in 1970: rethink and reject the old notion that growth harms the 
University, and look at the good growth has done. When I was a student in the early 1960s, 
enrollment was ca. 25 percent of what it is now. Having been a student and then a close observer 
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of our students over almost five decades and experienced the exhilaration of our climb toward 
global prominence, I have come to realize that enrollment size alone has little or nothing to do 
with the University’s capacity to teach a way of life centered on honor and responsible 
citizenship alongside or inside a culture of academic excellence. Literally no one who has seen 
the changes of the last 40 or so years from inside wants nowadays to go back to the good old 
days, which may have been (for me, were) great fun, but which offer little or nothing that would 
benefit students now. Other factors, not least among them unapologetic, clear demonstrations 
that the University lives the values it teaches, have much more to do with what students achieve 
here and what they do later. These factors include a deep and abiding engagement with the 
principles that led to the University’s original creation—the principles listed on Jefferson’s 
tombstone. Since 1989 or so, we have operated under enrollment growth plans that have added 
100-150 students each year. Total enrollment went from 17,910 in 1989 to 20,895 in 2009, an 
increase of 16.7 percent. The state has paid nothing for this growth. Most of the cost has been 
absorbed within the University’s system of managing its budgets and endowments, and a major 
portion has come from donors.  

No doubt there are other ways to approach these problems, but I have come to believe that the 
most effective way to deal with our portion of the statewide shortage of spaces for Virginia 
students probably combines elements of at least two of these proposals. No one seriously argues 
that tuition is already too high. As a parent and tuition-payer, I always winced at the bills 
(generally much higher than our own) when they came, but like most who send their daughters 
and sons here I planned and paid because I recognized the value. AccessUVa now meets the full 
need of students whose families qualify under the federal guidelines. It works for both the least 
advantaged families and many middle-income families, especially those paying for more than 
one child in college. That program must grow and grow more accessible for more students 
regardless of all else because it protects students against the economic elitism that Jefferson and 
every thoughtful shaper of American values since him have opposed.  

To put it differently: no strategy to rebuild the financial capacity that has been destroyed by 
state actions since 1990 will succeed if the University fails to provide full financial aid for 
students whose families demonstrate need under the federal need guidelines. The federal Higher 
Education Act and other federal and state legal and regulatory guidelines call for including some 
of the cost of student financial aid in the basic tuition charge.  

Combining realistic tuition rates with more aggressive increases in total enrollment can remedy 
at least two needs—the public’s need for a U.Va. able to compete eye-to-eye with the world’s best 
and thus to give Virginia what it needs to become once again prosperous, and the state’s need for 
ways out of its 70,000-100,000-student space deficiency. No matter what, we will have to take 
our share of these new students. The question is not whether we will increase enrollments, but 
instead how. If we want to preserve what has mattered in the University as we have known it, 
we will have to learn even better ways to educate mind and soul than we have learned since 1970 
or so.  

Most arguments against larger enrollments include the claim that the Grounds are landlocked, 
that we have no space to grow. In truth, the University and its foundations have planned ahead 
since the 1960s for growth. The best example: In the late 1960s and early 1970s, we bought land 
sufficient for buildings for almost as many students as are now enrolled and for new academic 
buildings. One parcel acquired more recently actually links the tract between the Boar’s Head 
golf course to the Grounds (by way of a connector crossing above or below the 250/29 by-pass 
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and if an interchange is included, to I-64. This parcel abuts no settled space: it is behind the 
neighborhood just east of Birdwood. Our current roads plan includes new accesses that avoid 
adding to local traffic. And our schools have dozens of ambitious plans for new programs, new 
majors, new connections between faculty research and student learning.  

Assuming sound academic governance and the means (i.e., state tax money, probably in the 
form of bond authorizations on the scale of Connecticut’s two $1 billion lines of support for 
growth at UConn—which is to say, the will to make hard decisions and then the means to press 
forward) these plans can move the University far along the road toward what the premier public 
university must be in 25 or 50 or even 100 years. The state has learned since 1990 to use its 
bond capacity. Virginia’s voters have repeatedly approved higher education bond issues by 
massive majorities. Knowledge grows and changes constantly. Universities that lock themselves 
into curricular and physical limits that tie them to the past rather than the future quickly, 
inevitably slide into mediocrity and unimportance.  

I believe and hope that the Governor’s commission will examine every aspect of the funding 
crisis in Virginia’s public colleges, and perhaps also look again at the precarious condition of 
some of our most respected and treasured private colleges. No single remedy that I might 
propose today will survive any deliberative process intact, and other approaches must be 
attempted for other Virginia colleges. But things must change, and dramatically.  

Thomas Jefferson believed that change is always good so long as human effort or ingenuity 
provokes it. Our University has changed in many superficial ways during these years when I 
have known it. It has also retained its values and increased its stature in the world and its 
capacity to teach students to change the world. It will change many more times before you, who 
have been so kind to my family and to me during these 20 years, and (I hope) I have worked off 
the years of our own obligations to this place.  

At the end of his letter to Jefferson, a letter read at the kick-off events in the capital campaign of 
the late 1990s, Josh Darden wrote “So long, old friend,” as he began a list of our commitments to 
our founder. I don’t know how “so long” came to mean something like goodbye, but it does, 
perhaps with the implication that we will meet again. In a sense, these thoughts about present 
and future, challenges and options, are something like Josh’s “so long.”  

Our founder knew that nothing worth attaining is easy, that futures come to those who imagine, 
then build them, that each generation owes to the next the natural right to know, thus to be free. 
Our University will, as it has always, contribute its fair share and more to Virginia’s future, and 
to the futures of those who come from afar “to drink of the cup of knowledge and fraternize with 
us.” This is our part of the glue, the fabric, that holds our Republic together, that assures the 
freedom to learn and to grow.  

So long, old friends. Let’s look to the future with determination, with Mr. Jefferson’s audacity, 
and with deep confidence in what President-elect Sullivan, our Rector and Visitors, our faculty 
leaders, and our students will do in their own time to sustain this place where freedom finds its 
roots. And let’s look forward to other times and places where we can share that cup with new 
generations of bright, young Wahoos.  


